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A 9/11 Anniversary
of Personal Reflection
and Iron Commitment
to the Future of America
As the nation solemnly observes the
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, it is
the heavy construction industry that
proudly bears the responsibility of
rebuilding One World Trade Center.
The Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey reports that
workers at One World Trade Center
have already completed the robust
steel skeleton of the building. Now
underway is the installation of the
glass “skin” with a distinctive spire
soon to follow. The “Presidential”
beam, signed by President
Barack Obama, Governor Andrew
Cuomo, New York City Mayor
Michael Bloomberg, New Jersey
Governor Chris Christie and site
construction workers last June was
used to top out the steel structure
last month.
Thousands of construction workers are playing an integral role in restoring Lower
Manhattan as a thriving financial center since the start of this project in 2006. When
they are completed, millions will go to work in the offices being constructed and
countless others will go to visit. More than 3,500 men and women from more than 60
union trades working on the site are being utilized to help make the site a reality.
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The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey reminds, “security and safety measures at One World Trade Center will
make it the strongest office building in the world. Features include structural redundancy, enhanced fireproofing, extrawide pressurized exit stairs, concrete-protected sprinklers, enhanced emergency communication cabling, dedicated
staircases for use only by firefighters, and a protected tenant gathering point on each floor.”
Once completed One World Trade Center, which reclaimed the title as the tallest building in New York City this past April,
will be the highest building in the Western Hemisphere, standing 1,776 feet tall including a 408-foot spire. It will contain
approximately 3,000,000 square feet of office space and 1,000,000 square feet of glass façade — enough to cover 20
NFL football fields.
“More important,” says Marc Herbst, executive director of the Long Island Contractors’ Association (LICA), “this
building will serve as a reminder in perpetuity that in mourning our losses we came back from that devastation as a
thriving, vibrant, living city that celebrates life, diversity and American democracy.”

Creating Infrastructure to Move Commerce and People
Progress is also being made on the site’s Transportation Hub, which will serve as “the Grand Central Terminal” for Lower
Manhattan. More than $2.5 billion in federal funding from the Federal Transit Administration is included in the Hub project.
Click here to continue to follow the progress at One World Trade Center on Facebook.

LICA to Host Breakfast Fundraiser for
Congressman Bishop
Reaffirming its support for one of infrastructure’s
most effective allies, LICA is hosting a breakfast
with Congressman Tim Bishop, member of
the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, on Monday, September 24th
from 8:30 – 10:00am at the Hofstra University
Club in Hempstead. A rally of support is to
follow at 10:30am at the Laborers Local
1298 headquarters at 681 Fulton Avenue,
Hempstead.
Congressman Bishop is the only Long Island
representative to serve on the House Committee
on Transportation and Infrastructure. Earning
the reputation as one of the panel’s hardest
working and most engaged members, he has
consistently fought for Long Island’s fair share of
infrastructure dollars.
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The strength of leadership
“Time and time again Congressman Tim Bishop has proven to our industry that he is one of our biggest supporters,
consistently fighting for federal funds that will protect our future with dollars earmarked for roads, bridges, sewer systems
and more,” said LICA Chairman James Pratt, III of Pratt Brothers, Inc. “At a time when our industry, our region and our
state is faced with extraordinary crises, we are compelled to support the one public official who has demonstrated the
courage and capability to stand up and speak out forcefully on behalf of all of us.”
Among the issues Congressman Bishop is focused on are his insistence that federal funds awarded to state and local
government are used promptly and that local union labor benefits from awarded projects.
Suggested donations of $500 made payable to Tim Bishop for Congress are encouraged. Please note that federal
regulations prohibit candidates from accepting corporate donations and, therefore, we recommend that donations be
offered through personal checks.
If you are interested in attending, please click here to view the invitation and email your response to
info@licanys.org or call (631) 231-5422.

LI Precast Advocates a “Buy-Long Island”
Infrastructure Policy to LICA and the LIA
LICA member Long Island Precast Inc., a
nationally recognized maker of storm water
drainage systems, is warning two of the region’s
important business groups that many Long
Island based suppliers face the consistent
outsourcing of key manufacturing contracts to
non-local companies, seriously damaging the
region’s economy and our ability to create jobs.
In a meeting with LICA and the Long Island
Association, Long Island Precast President
Michael Verruto, Sr. noted that, ironically,
part of the damage to Long Island is selfinflicted as local municipalities allow plastic
storm drain components manufactured out-ofstate to be used instead of concrete elements
manufactured locally.
LICA Executive Director Marc Herbst, LIA President Kevin Law, and former Suffolk
County Economic Development Commissioner Jim Morgo meet with Michael Verruto, Sr.
of Long Island Precast to discuss the need for more buy-local initiatives on Long Island.

“The general structure of these plastic arches
often is not sturdy enough to support the
weight of the heavy construction equipment working on the jobsite,” stated Verruto. “Contractors working on projects in
which these plastic arches are specified must cover the arches with three-feet of earth in order to safely drive over them
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during construction. This temporary covering, which must be removed before the project is completed, is inconvenient, time
consuming and costly for the contractor and his employees.”

Plastic’s inability to support jobs or the job site
Verruto also noted that the weight bearing issue isn’t the only problem contractors are facing, also adding that the
price of the plastic chambers after installation is about the same price as the concrete galleys produced by local
manufacturers such as Long Island Precast.
“There are no access points within these plastic structures to maintain the drainage system,” said Verruto. “We have to
dissuade these types of materials from being used on our local jobsites because they are not conducive to the region’s
construction environment, and they are taking business away from local manufacturers already equipped to do the job.”

“Long Island First” Policy
Verruto stressed that his business isn’t the only local firm feeling the negative effects when municipalities buy out-of-state
supplies and expressed the necessity for other local municipalities to adapt positions similar to the Suffolk County Industrial
Development Agency’s “Long Island First” policy which states that the Suffolk IDA strongly encourages project applicants to
support Long Island First and “to the greatest extent possible” buy local goods and services and hire local people.
The Town of Brookhaven, recognizing the importance of buy local incentives, has already adapted their own policy
which states that the Town is permitted to award contracts “to a bidder other than the lowest responsible bidder” as long
as their business is located within the Town of Brookhaven and has submitted “a bid not exceeding 10% more than the
otherwise lowest contractors.”
“The Long Island manufacturing industry is a key sector of our economy,” stated Kevin Law, president of the Long
Island Association. “We need to improve the region’s business climate and encourage Long Island companies to buy
local, which will create jobs and grow the economy.”
“LICA plans to expand our conversations to include our Long Island design engineer partners,” stated LICA Executive
Director Marc Herbst. “Keeping business on Long Island during these tough economic times is extremely important to
both ensure the success of the companies located on the Island and to strengthen our local economy.”
“Economists tell us that the manufacturing sector is the number one wealth producer for a region. But Long Island has
been losing manufacturing jobs for far too long. That’s why all concerned about local jobs and taxes should support
LICA’s and the LIA’s efforts to have Long Island businesses buy from Long Island manufacturers,” stated Jim Morgo,
former Suffolk County Economic Development Commissioner.

www.licanys.org
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NYSDOT Announces Start of Resurfacing
and Safety Improvement Projects,
NY Route 135/Seaford-Oyster Bay
Expressway, Nassau County
New Pavement & Concrete Planted Medians Aim to Reduce Crashes, Improve Appeal
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) Commissioner Joan McDonald announced the start of a
$34.4 million construction project last week to renew the aging pavement, install planted medians and provide updated
safety improvements on NY Route 135/Seaford-Oyster Bay Expressway between Merrick Road and NY Route 24/
Hempstead Turnpike in the Town of Oyster Bay, Nassau County. Construction is being performed by LICA member
Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC under contract with the NYSDOT.
“As one of the most heavily traveled north-south commercial roadways on Long Island, this four-mile resurfacing, guide
rail and center median replacement project for the Seaford-Oyster Bay Expressway will provide significant driving
and safety enhancements for the upwards of 86,000 drivers per day that use this busy highway,” said Commissioner
McDonald. “We know that major road projects such as this help create jobs, ensure the longevity of our heavily traveled
roads and bridges and make traveling safer and more visually appealing for all Long Islanders.”
New York State Senator and Chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee Charles Fuschillo said,
“Rebuilding our infrastructure is paramount to our region’s economic recovery. Projects like this will create hundreds
of jobs, while improving the daily lives of the traveling public. On behalf of the thousands of motorists that travel the
Seaford-Oyster Bay Expressway daily, I would like to thank the Department of Transportation for making this much
needed investment that will increase safety, improve traffic operations and reduce congestion.”
LICA Executive Director, Marc Herbst said, “Not only will rehabilitating the pavement surface and improving barriers
along Route 135 increase safety for the thousands of drivers who travel this roadway, but this project will also
create more jobs for Long Islanders and boost our economy at a time when our industry is suffering from record
unemployment levels. Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC is a highly experienced contractor and their professional
workmanship will ensure that the Route 135 Resurfacing and Safety Improvement project will be a lasting investment
into protecting our infrastructure and our driving public.”
The NYSDOT project includes performing concrete pavement repairs and installation of new asphalt overlay between
Merrick Road and Hempstead Turnpike (NY Route 24) including ramps, as well as drainage improvements, new
guide rails, bridge rail and joint replacements, installation of curbs, sign upgrades, landscape plantings, and the
installation of a new concrete center median with plantings in certain areas. To maintain the safety of motorists, the
speed limit will be reduced throughout the construction area and work will take place during off-peak daytime and
night time hours.
At least a single travel lane will remain open to motorists throughout the roadwork area during the day. The closures
are expected to continue until the end of the year.
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A Transportation “MAP” for State
& Local Officials
By: Pete Ruane, president & chief executive officer of American Road &
Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA)
After nearly three years and nine short-term extensions of the federal highway and public
transportation programs, Congress completed action in June on a two-year surface
transportation reauthorization bill. President Obama signed the Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century (MAP-21) into law on July 6. It stabilizes federal surface transportation
investment through FY 2014 and makes a number of policy reforms that will impact all parts of
the transportation community, including state and local officials.
While many of these policy matters involve changes to the 2005 reauthorization measure, SAFETEA-LU, program structure
and have long been sought by most transportation advocates, we cannot overlook the impact on local governments that
will result from MAP-21’s reduced level of federal funding for highway improvements in FY 2013 and FY 2014.
Federal funding for highways peaked at $41.1 billion in FY 2010 and FY 2011. In FY 2012, Congress reduced funding
to $39.1 billion. MAP-21 increases this slightly to $39.7 billion in FY 2013 and $40.3 billion in FY 2014, reflecting
projected inflation. In states where a share of federal funds is sub-allocated to local governments by formula, they
will automatically receive less in 2013 and 2014 unless the state fills the gap with its own funds. Other states may try
to make up for the reduced federal funding by reducing discretionary aid to local jurisdictions. This process began
in some states in FY 2012 but is likely to intensify in 2013 and 2014 as the gap between state highway needs and
resources grows ever larger, resulting in many having to finance a larger share of their highway improvements.
Programmatic changes in MAP-21 could also have a significant impact. Most notable is that MAP-21 has a much
simpler program structure than SAFETEA-LU. While SAFETEA-LU contained dozens of programs, each authorizing the
expenditure of federal funds for a specific kind of highway improvement, MAP-21 aggregates them into four programs
that give states much more flexibility in how they use their federal highway funds. Specific SAFETEA-LU programs
affecting local governments are now largely gone, including the High Risk Rural Road Program, the Safe Routes
to Schools Program, the Recreational Trails and Scenic Byways Programs, and the Transportation Enhancements
Program. In their place, MAP-21 transforms these into eligible activities within the existing Highway Safety Improvement
Program and a new category of “Transportation Alternatives.” While MAP-21 requires states to spend at least two
percent of their federal highway funds on Transportation Alternatives, the total is about $300 million less per year than
the total for these programs under SAFETEA-LU.
Nonetheless, MAP-21 includes some provisions that could maintain or even increase federal help to local governments:
•M
 AP-21 preserves sub-state allocation of Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds. Half the funding each state
receives under the STP is to be allocated within the state based on population, with funds being divided between
urbanized areas over 200,000 population, other areas between 5,000 and 200,000 population, and rural areas with
populations of less than 5,000. Every part of the state is thus guaranteed to receive at least some federal highway
funds. The other half of STP funding may be used anywhere in the state.
• MAP-21 preserves a mandatory set-aside for off-system bridges, also as part of the STP program. Each state is
(Continued on next page)
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required to spend as much on off-system bridges each year as was required in FY 2009 under the 15 percent offsystem setaside in the SAFETEA-LU Bridge Program.
•A
 new provision of the STP makes improvements to minor collectors eligible for federal funding, if the improvement
will enhance the level of service on a related National Highway System (NHS) route and is more cost-effective than
an improvement to the NHS route. In addition, up to 15 percent of STP funds sub-allocated to areas of a state with
a population of less than 5,000 may also be used for improvements to minor collectors. Otherwise, minor collectors
and local roads remain ineligible for federal funds.
•A
 s part of new “National Freight Policy” provisions, MAP-21 encourages states to invest in highway improvements
that improve the flow of freight by increasing the federal share of project costs to 90 percent or more. The important
element for local governments is that each state has to define a freight network that, in addition to Interstate Highways
and NHS highways that are critical to freight movement, may also include local rural roads with significant truck traffic.
•T
 he new law also creates a comprehensive performance process under which the U.S. Secretary of Transportation
develops national goals and performance measures to track progress towards those goals. States are then charged
with setting performance targets and reporting to the Secretary on their efforts to achieve those targets.
MAP-21 includes a number of new opportunities for state and local
governments to reduce delay in project delivery. One of the most significant
changes to existing law is an expansion of the use of “categorical
exclusions” (CEs) during the environmental review process. A CE is used
when projects create minimal impacts on the environment. The difference
between a CE and the more extensive environmental assessments (EA) or environmental impact statements (EIS) is
multiple years added on to the amount of time it takes to complete a project review. MAP-21 now automatically classifies
many routine projects as CEs. These include rehabilitation and repair projects, projects within an existing right-of-way,
projects with minimal federal resources and projects undertaken as a result of an emergency situation. Expanding the use
of CEs to these additional areas will enable local governments to have more certainty as to when a CE can be used and
also allow routine projects to be undertaken without burdensome and unnecessary levels of review.
The law also expands opportunities for state and local governments to take control over various elements of the
review and approval process. States now have the option of stepping into the federal role during the environmental
review process. Previously, this option was only available to five states, but MAP-21 extends it to any state wishing
to participate. Delegation of the federal role in the environmental review process could help reduce delay, as states
would not have to “wait in line” for federal approvals and schedules. States can assume control of either the entire
environmental review process or just over the CE process. MAP-21 also allows the use of STP funds to cover legal
expenses associated with the delegation of environmental responsibilities. Under SAFETEA-LU, the additional legal
obligations deterred some states from taking advantage of delegation opportunities. It will remain to be seen if MAP21’s provisions encourage more states to do so.
MAP-21 provides options for reducing the amount of duplicative work in the review and approval process. Specifically,
it allows for the option of using materials in the transportation planning process during the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) review. This would reduce delay by allowing, where appropriate, the use of material already
created instead of “reinventing the wheel.” MAP-21 also encourages the use of programmatic agreements, spelling
out requirements in the beginning of the review and approval process, rather than over a longer period of time. By
outlining requirements early in the process, programmatic agreements provide a chance to give transportation planners
increased certainty throughout the overall review process.
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MAP-21 also both establishes new deadlines in the review process and tightens existing deadlines; e.g. shortening
the amount of time allowed for lawsuits against projects from 180 days to 150 days. It establishes new deadlines for
permitting decisions from federal agencies. If these deadlines are not met, the agencies suffer financial penalties.
Finally, if a project is involved in an EIS for more than two years, a request may be made to have the United States
Department of Transportation set a schedule ensuring the project will be completed in no more than four additional
years. All of these reforms should significantly reduce the amount of time involved in the review and approval process.
The reforms in MAP-21 will make federal surface transportation investment more efficient, transparent and accountable.
In so doing, the new law should help restore public confidence in the federal stewardship of transportation resources.
The enactment of MAP-21, however, is not an opportunity to put these programs on auto pilot. The Highway Trust Fund
will again be facing a solvency crisis at the end of FY 2014 — if not before. As such, it is imperative that the entire
transportation community redouble its efforts to convince Congress to enact a long-term revenue solution to ensure the
sustainability of the federal highway and public transportation programs and complement MAP-21’s many policy reforms.
The preceding article has been reprinted with permission from the American Road & Transportation Builders Association
(ARTBA). The Long Island Contractors’ Association (LICA) is an affiliate of ARTBA. For more information, visit www.artba.org.

Honoring Infrastructure Leadership,
LICA Welcomes Senator Martins
At a time when unemployment levels for the construction trades remain at
shocking levels, it remains key for our industry to support those elected officials
who have consistently fought on behalf of Long Island’s roads, rails and bridges.
Among those who have displayed consistent leadership in this arena is New
York State Senator Jack M. Martins who is being honored at LICA’s upcoming
Infrastructure Advocacy Reception.
In addition, LICA is asking its members to support infrastructure allies who,
like Senator Martins, insist on protecting the taxpayers’ biggest investment, our
roads and bridges, when LICA’s reception is held on Thursday, October 11th
from 5:30 to 7:00pm, at La Marmite Restaurant in Williston Park.
“Senator Martins has proven through his record as Mayor of the Village of
Mineola and now as a New York State Senator that he is a true advocate of
public works and infrastructure necessary to protect our region,” stated LICA
Chairman James Pratt, III of Pratt Brothers, Inc. “Throughout his political career he has been keenly aware of the value
the heavy construction industry provides and has made investing in our infrastructure and local community one of his
top priorities. This is why LICA has chosen to honor Martins at this year’s Infrastructure Advocacy Reception.”
Immediately upon taking office in January 2011, Senator Martins began working with his colleagues to get New York
on the right fiscal path. The result was an on-time budget for 2011-2012 that reduced State spending by 2 percent and
eliminated a $10 billion deficit without any tax or fee increases.

(Continued on next page)
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In 2012, Senator Martins and his colleagues followed up their success, again passing an on-time budget without raising
any taxes or fees. The budget also once again made job creation a priority by investing in infrastructure and promoting
regional economic development. Because of his work in economic development and community revitalization, Senator
Martins was named as the lone Senate representative to the Long Island Regional Economic Development Council.
By way of demonstrating the importance of this elected official, LICA’s political action committee will be matching
individual contributions to ensure that Senator Martins has the resources to have his message heard. The suggested
contribution is $250 or $500 per guest.
If you are interested in attending, please click here for LICA’s invitation. Please send your response form to LICA
Comptroller & Office Administrator Sheryl Buro at sburo@licanys.org or by fax at 631-231-4291.

CFMA to Honor LICA Member as ‘2012
Construction Executive of the Year’
Mark your calendars! Construction Financial Management Association
(CFMA) is hosting their Annual Dinner to benefit Contractors for Kids (CFK) on
Thursday, November 8, 2012 from 6:00 to 9:00pm at the Crest Hollow Country
Club in Woodbury.
As the CFMA’s 2010 Construction Executive of the Year, LICA’s Executive Director
Marc Herbst is asking you to support this year’s honoree and LICA member,
Executive Vice President of Skanska USA Michael Viggiano.
CFK is a not-for-profit organization founded for the purpose of providing assistance to
families in our communities. Their goal is to assist children and their families overcome
obstacles that have unfortunately changed or impacted their lives through sickness,
injury or death. Whether it is to pay a phone bill or mortgage payment, aiding in paying for medical bills deemed
experimental or due to lack of insurance, arranging transportation or paying for a room to allow families to remain close
during these tough times, or in heartbreaking cases when a child does not survive illness and a family needs financial
help with burying a child, Contractors for Kids will be there.
Click here for sponsorship opportunities and/or to purchase a journal ad for this event. For more information or to
RSVP for this event, click here.
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Bid Results
**Numbers in red represent the winning bid

**Highlighted and bold companies represent LICA Members

Bid Date
9/23/12

Project Name
Construction of Repl Water Mains, Hydrants @ Saltaire

Owner
Suffolk County Water Authority

Contractor
Quintal Contracting Corp.
Roy Wanser Inc.

8/24/12

Reconstruct Lighthouse Promenade & Concrete Walkway

Village Of Saltaire

Pratt Brothers Inc.
Quintal Contracting Corp.
Chesterfield Associates

$

2,199,368
2,723,560
2,787,928

8/27/12

Site Work & HVAC Alteration Main Firehouse Facility

Farmingville Fire District

Kennedy Contracting
Suffolk Asphalt Corporation
Laser Industries Inc.
Up Rite Construction of LI
Rosemar Construction
Condos Brothers Construction

$

139,623
142,143
150,000
154,150
189,750
246,000

8/28/12

Glen Cove WWTP New Above Ground Diesel Storage Tank & Blower

County of Nassau Office of Public Works

RJ Industries Inc./RJI Mech
Aventura Construction Services
Heritage Mechanical
Bensin Contracting Inc.
Franklin Company Contractors
Bancker Construction Corp

$

996,700
1,160,438
1,339,000
1,381,300
1,510,447
1,645,000

8/29/12

Suffolk Cty Sewer Dist No 21 SUNY Stony Brook WWTP Improv

County of Suffolk, Dept. of Public Works

WHM Plumbing & Heating Contr. Inc.
RJ Industries Inc./RJI Mech
Posillico Civil Inc.
J Anthony Enterprises
John P. Picone

$

12,368,200
12,947,700
13,797,000
14,283,500
17,642,000

8/30/12

Effluent UV Disinfection - SW Sewer Dist 3 - Bergen Point WWTP

County of Suffolk, Dept. of Public Works

RJ Industries Inc./RJI Mech
Philip Ross Industries Inc.
Posillico Civil Inc.
Carp Construction Corp.

$

13,747,700
15,000,000
15,534,000
21,700,000

8/30/12

Dredging of Forge River & Tributaries & Narrow Bay Channels

County of Suffolk, Dept. of Public Works

Gibson & Cushman Contracting
Galvin Bros/Madhue JV
Jay Cashman Inc.

$

7,651,250
11,294,800
17,889,860

9/6/12

2012 Road Drainage Restoration Tain Drive

Village Of Russell Gardens

E Cook Industries
Fort Hill Ind. Inc.
Stasi Brothers Asphalt Corporation
Galvin Brothers, Inc.
John McGowan & Son

$

58,960
65,900
72,675
75,215
105,200

9/6/12

Drainage Improvements on NY Route 454

New York State Department Of Transportation

Posillico Civil Inc.
$
Pratt Brothers Inc.
J Anthony Enterprises
Bove Industries
ALAC Contracting Corp.
Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC
Grace Industries LLC
G & M Earth Moving Inc
Araz Industries

4,439,934
4,959,595
5,157,069
5,492,630
5,555,555
5,577,166
6,136,000
6,374,430
6,918,000

9/6/12

Maintenance Dredging of Accabonac Harbor

County of Suffolk, Dept. of Public Works

Gibson & Cushman Dredging Co.
Jay Cashman Inc.

1,143,000
1,171,750

$

$

Bid Amount
337,777
694,829

